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Sabine Schuh
The Transformer

PWA is an international hub in the heart of Rome where ideas
and values, tradition and innovation, diversity, culture and
professionalism meet and intersect.
On our journey into the future our travel companions are
respect, ethics, and a sense of social responsibility.
This year we celebrate our 25th Jubilee Anniversary.

Letter from the President
IN THEE I TRUST...
Profound is change induced by the sharing economy, the way of
conducting business and maintaining social relations. Our era is
completely redefining what is a bank, a newspaper, a brand or a political
party, and this is because digital disruption has triggered an epochal
move from the concept of trust. This is the vision Rachel Botsman,
global expert of sharing economy, brought to the 2017 World Business
Forum in Milan, in which I participated only recently.
The sentiment of Trust is the fundamental fulcrum upon which concepts
of collaboration and sharing are incepted which are redesigning entire sectors of
world economy. Speaking about “the new rules of trust in the digital age” Rachel
highlighted the significant dimension of the leap we’ve made by trusting brands and
people who propose unusual behaviour.
Bla Bla Car is a perfect example: a start up of sharing car journeys with private drivers.
It’s about people who want to share the costs and at the same time have a travel
companion for long journeys. Trust between users is enough to backtrack from the
old saying “don’t accept lifts from strangers”.
We are now experiencing the Trust 2.0 era, leverage for new economic activity.
And distributed trust 2.0 allows for the name and photo of the driver coupled with
passenger rating to be enough to make us feel safe. It is a top down trust, in which
people are protagonists and, who, thanks to digital tools, can closely control who is
the recipient of that trust. It’s a distributed trust in which technology has activated a
systemic benefit: by distributing trust each of us becomes more responsible.
Blockchain technology will accelerate this trend, but maybe we’ll talk about this next
time…..
Happy reading.
Valentina Ferretti
PWA President
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PWA NOVEMBER Conference

15 November at 19.30 at Grand Hotel Palace

Too feminine or not
feminine enough?

The call that inspires the spiritual warrior in her journey is the call to discover authenticity
and freedom within herself and to embody that in her life. We need to question whether
the forms and roles we have chosen communicate the values we honour.
During this conference, leadership expert Paul Vanderbroeck will explore how women
make it to the top and what qualities they need to stay there. Until now, only a few women
have succeeded in doing so; male CEOs still represent the great majority. Still, there
are historical examples of women who have been able to overcome this barrier. What
were their leadership competencies and what were their particular strengths that have
contributed to their success? A comparison of historic and current examples will spark a
debate on wider questions around women and leadership.
What can ambitious women leaders learn from Cleopatra, Hillary Clinton or Theresa May?
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About Our Speaker

Paul Vanderbroeck
Paul's passion is seeing women leaders
get the results they want. A no-nonsense
coach, he grounds leaders and high potentials
in actionable steps to achieve clear and
ambitious goals. He is equally passionate about
helping organizations become more productive
by leveraging female talent. Paul's years of real-world
business experience paired with his academic study of leadership and
organizational theory make him a powerful coach and consultant. As a
senior international HR executive at GM, Shell, and UBS he has designed
several gender diversity strategies. His award-winning research on The
Traps That Keep Women from Reaching the Top and How to Avoid Them
and his book "Leadership Strategies for Women" bring him many speaking
engagements. He has been invited to coach at IMD and INSEAD and
teaches Leadership at LUISS Business School in Rome.

our partners
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Authenticity

is KEY

by Hanna Suni
www.hamedesign.com

Authenticity is key to success in today's world. But how do you test the
authenticity of people, products, photos and articles? Here are some tips.

7 Qualities of Truly Authentic People
Authenticity is highly valued: On the whole, we don’t like or trust people who
come across as phony and false. Not surprisingly, we avoid such people. We
seek friends and colleagues who are authentic.
Authenticity is important, but what exactly do we mean by the term?

Authentichappiness?
The University of Pennsylvania is conducting
a research on authentic happiness and
it is possible to take an online survey and
participate. You need to register on the website
in order to take the test, I did and got a rather
encouraging result. What about you?

Authentictravel?
Authentic experiences in tourism are not so easy
to find these days. Globalization rules and tends
to make every country and city and its offerings
similar to the other, yet many tourists seek for
truly authentic atmospheres where to
experience genuine customs, foods
and. Computer scientists in Saint
Petersburg are developing algorithms
to promote true, local experiences as
opposed to the attractions proposed
by tourist guides.
Check it out!
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TheAuthenticityParadox
Authenticity has become the gold standard for leadership. But a simplistic
understanding of what it means can hinder your growth and limit your impact.
This Harvard Business Review article by Herminia Ibarra sheds light on the question.

Authenticphotos?

Questioning the authenticity of a photo? Do not worry, there
are lots of tools you can use to test photos posted online.
Quertime lists 15 different ways/tools/applications you can use
to see whether a photo has been photoshopped or modified.

Authenticwriting?

When you need to check if a piece of publication or essay is
authentic or plagiarized, you can use
https://www.quetext.com/ or https://www.plagramme.com that
offer services in multiple languages.
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Sabine Schuh
The Transformer
by Valerie Baxter, Newsletter Consultant

Sabine Schuh, known also by her nickname Dana, grew up in an unusual context
in her home town 70km south of Munich (Monaco di Baviera). Her father was
a 3rd generation carpenter specialising in wood used for the manufacture of
violins. He was convinced that the family business would continue through the
next generation, so Sabine, an only child, was treated like a boy, which made her
discover a natural talent for manual work common to males. At 12 years old she
found it quite normal to cut coconuts with machinery or later to cut trees with a
chainsaw!
When she reached 20 years of age Sabine decided to spread her wings, and
moved to Berlin where she spent a few months in a metallurgical industry and two
years training in the carpentry sector, which she found very satisfying. This was
supposed to support her dream to become an interior architect, but for various
reasons she changed direction and became a Massage Therapist instead, which
made her discover her love to do transformational work with people, which is not
so tangible - unlike a metal bowl she once made of thin, hammered metal or the
110 hours it took her to take apart her motorbike and reassemble all by herself!
Before finding her final purpose, she joined a transportation company with her
boyfriend, signing up as a truck driver and had fun trucking up and down the
autobahns, as much at ease in the countryside with farmers as she was in the
busy metropolis with city-slickers. Also, Sabine has always been passionate about
nature and biking, and lovingly cherished her own motorcycle, which provided
the freedom she relished.
Later she became an Industrial Business Management Assistant but then
moved to Frankfurt to accept a managerial position with a company that offers
training courses for personal development, going on to spend three years in the
Netherlands before finally moving to Italy to join her mother. She spent a year in
Tuscany from 2005-2006 but found that internet was a key factor when working
with clients from other countries, and that the bigger city of Rome offered just
what she needed. To speak good enough Italian to be able to work in her field she
did run her own tailor shop for 4 years, which today she finds a useful experience
in her work with entrepreneurs.
Sabine never really felt German, maybe because her Grandmother was an ItalianJew, who married a German, (her Grandfather from the father’s side was involved
in an early version of Formula 1).
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Sabine is a rebel who doesn’t go by the rules and
likes going beyond, not just in an esoteric way, but
in a very practical way as well (her German heritage
is speaking, for she loves creating concrete results
with her clients). She is often "thinking outside the
box" and finding unconventional solutions, putting
things in a new context and finding connections that
one hasn't seen before. She says she realises she is
composed of extremes; a dominant, boyish side of
logical, technical thinking had to make way for her
feminine, empathic side. “People think that I am
strong, but I actually need beauty and gentleness;
tiny gentle gestures get me through my day,” she
confesses, “the exploration of my female side is still
work in progress”.
Sabine recounts of a traumatic situation she suffered
when only three years old. This led to a heart
collapse which kept her in hospital for three months.
When it happened she describes having an out of
body experience and saw herself lying on the floor
with her parents and the doctors around her. She
remembers herself unwilling to return into her body,
and although she obviously did, that experience left
some channels open. Sabine believes there is much
more out there than we can touch or understand.
“Talking about bad experiences helps to overcome
traumas and improve your inner self and your life”,
she says.
Sabine finds she obtains balance with Yoga and
meditation. Today, as a Life Designer and Business
Muse, as she calls herself, when with clients she is
able to adapt rapidly she explains “my body tells
me where to go with them. As a PSYCH-K facilitator,
transformation means everything. It inspires me to
go beyond the limited conscious mode by using
various approaches and techniques until a new
realm of possibilities appears”.
Sabine was attracted to PWA to be with women who
know about professionalism, to share experiences
and to collaborate with other women, to contribute
to creating something together. For her it’s satisfying
to go beyond her own limits and comfort zone.
Currently, as programming director, she considers
her time spent with PWA as “energy time”! “The
more you put into PWA, the more you get out of
it”, she quotes.As an all-rounder, with 4 languages
in which to express herself, Sabine’s mantra for the
future is to put to good use all her experiences, as
a form of growth, and she is convinced that being
yourself and being authentic is a key to happiness
and success.
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GROW AND LEARN
PWA MENTORING
PROGRAMS
PWA aims to accelerate the advancement of women in
all professions, facilitate mentoring, and enhance our
leadership role in the community. The PWA Mentoring
Programs provide highly motivated individuals with tools
for personal development, their careers and leadership
abilities. Through guided activities and formal mentoring
partnerships, it strengthens and expands our network of
women.
• by encouraging women to help each other through
structured one-on-one mentoring so we can all succeed.
• provides an opportunity for participants to learn and
share through guided activities which develop practical,
goal-oriented career and leadership skills.
If you are a PWA member pursuing a professional
career and are willing to make the commitment, you are
encouraged to apply. Please note that this program is not
in any way connected with job placement.
As a mentee, you will have an opportunity to:
• Learn how to establish and maintain professional mentoring
partnerships.
• Explore career options and possible paths toward your
career goals.
• Set goals and develop a plan to take the next steps in your
advancement.
• Receive useful guidance and honest feedback from an
advisor who has “been there, done that.”
• Make a networking connection with someone farther along
on their career path.
• Learn practical skills that can be put to use right away in
advancing your career.
By mentoring another woman, you will have an opportunity
to:
• Pass along the mentoring and support you received, or
become the mentor you wish you had.
• Share enthusiasm for your own career, and catch enthusiasm
from another.
• Gain perspective on how far you have progressed, and
reinforce your competency and expertise.
• Develop as a leader and learn by teaching others.
• Help another woman to avoid mistakes, persevere through
difficulties, and reach important goals.
• Build a mutually beneficial relationship with someone who
may be able to help you in the future.
• Enjoy the success of others, knowing you contributed to
making it happen.
LEADERSHIP
Every team member contributes to the success of an
objective. When you are adept at teamwork in both
support and leadership roles, you will more easily advance
to better jobs and executive positions.

By improving your skills as a team player and leader you
will:
• Enjoy fun activities and share your enthusiasm for growth
with others.
• Learn to effectively contribute to the success of a team.
• Learn to lead, motivate and organize individuals and teams.
• Develop career skills in event planning, public speaking, and
written presentations.
• Gain self-confidence as a leader in business.
• Build and strengthen your professional network.
• Contribute to increasing the presence of women in the
professional community.
PROGRAM OUTLINE & TIMETABLE
Apply by January 7th — begin with Mentoring Session A
Apply by July 31st — begin with Mentoring Session B
Mentoring Session A: January 15th – Jun 30th
Mentoring Session B: September 15th – November 30th
APPLICATION & PARTICIPATION CRITERIA
• PWA Membership: You must maintain membership to the
PWA throughout participation in the program, and have
started or be planning a professional career. If you are not
currently a PWA member, please join right away. Contact
our Membership director at membership@pwarome.org or
see our website for details.
• Registration Fee: New participants accepted into the
program pay a one-time Registration fee of €25 (mentors
excluded).
Participation Fees: BIG SISTER €20 monthly (9 months) or
€162 in advance (10% discount)
Participation Fees: CARPE DIEM €40 monthly (9 months)
or €324 in advance (10% discount)
• Email Access: You will need regular (at least once per week)
email access to communicate with the PWA Mentoring
Coordination Team and your mentoring partners.
• Internet Access: You will need regular internet access to
interact with the PWA mentoring program. You may need
to view or print the program materials in Adobe Acrobat
PDF format.
• Commitment to Mentoring, Career Development,
and Leadership Activities: It takes time and effort to
build mentoring partnerships and learn new skills.
During the two Mentoring Sessions of your Choice (BIG
SISTER or CARPE DIEM), we require a minimum of two
communications per month, via email, Skype or telephone,
with your mentoring partner.
• Confidentiality: All parties are asked to respect sensitive
personal information shared by mentoring partners.
• Commitment to the entire program: It will take you 9
months to complete the PWA mentoring program and
graduate. You are expected to commit to the entire
program without interruption. At end of program term
(December) you will receive recognition of your mentoring
journey achievement.
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Authenticity
is the word
by Valerie Baxter, Newsletter Consultant

Authenticity crops up frequently in leadership discussions. The modern workplace
is more informal and less hierarchical than
in the past. Command-and-control management doesn’t fit people hired for their
creative brainpower. They want leaders
who inspire them, and give them reasons
for working beyond remuneration. But
what is our understanding of what “authenticity” should mean? In a business
context, it doesn’t mean the “be yourself” phrase that probably first comes to
mind.
STYLE IS NOT AUTHENTICITY
The most obvious example is the huge
market of “knock-off” designer goods,
imitations of brand labels to sell secondrate food, household cleaners, perfumes
etc, or even “equivalent” pharmaceuticals.
In their search for authenticity, millennial
women have turned to online channels.
The prevalence of the Internet and social
media has allowed women to represent
their own ideals of beauty. They post and
share photos of the products they love
and create the very authenticity they are
not getting from brands. Women upload
millions of photos every day that reflect
the diverse personalities and individual
styles of millennial women. Millennials
are a generation of digital savvy women
who know what’s fake and what’s not. If
you are looking for your message to resonate with them, celebrate authenticity.
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Companies need to develop content that
shapes how our society views and treats
women, and millennial women expect the
brands selling to them to be instruments
of change.
Where people are concerned, to be themselves–skillfully–smart leaders first recognize that authenticity is not about behaving in the exact same way, regardless of
context. You may be a casual person, but
wearing jeans when other people expect
suits sends a message of disrespect. And
even with this, you need to think about
how the person inside of you comes
across. In your personal life, you may love
to share your passions because they are
what motivate you and inspire you. That
doesn’t mean you should proselytize in
staff meetings.
You might be the kind of person who,
deep down, likes to sit in the hotel and
lounge when you’re jet-lagged. But if
you’ve flown in somewhere to boost morale and excite people about your mission, leadership means you need to dress
up and go do what they are expecting
you to do.

KNOWING WHERE YOU’RE FROM
Authenticity in a business context is about
being consistent in word and deed, having the same fundamental character in
different roles, and being comfortable
with your past. You can change your future, but you can’t change your past. Your
past made you who you are. That doesn’t
mean authentic leaders need perfect stories explaining all their life choices. Understanding what shaped you can help
you interact with other people without
the barriers that lead to disengagement.
Authentic leadership is inherently a developmental process. It’s about becoming the person you were created to be.

Your family background, where you grew
up, your religion, your country’s culture,
all influence your behaviour towards others. Cultural differences however, can act
as a barrier to communication and hinder
success. (See Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions). When you put yourself in other
people’s shoes without prejudice and
adapt yourself accordingly, you enhance
your authenticity. After all, none of us like
“wannabes”!
Further reading: https://www.ccl.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/GettingReal.pdf
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PWA at the Commonwealth Club of Rome’s
70th Anniversary Conference & Luncheon
by Maria Grazia Panessa, PWA Secretary
On 27th October, I had the honour to represent PWA together with Membership director, Gerlie Saura at the Commonwealth Club’s 70th Aniversary
at Villa Wolkonsky, the British Ambassador’s residence.
The chairman Edward Mura presented the speakers on this occasion,
Lord Marland, Chairman of the Commonwealth Enterprise & Investment
Council and Her Excellency, Jill Morris, the British Ambassador to Italy.
Their speeches centred on current politics in both Europe and in the Commonwealth countries and more specifically about “The Commonwealth factor and the potential it presents for all countries to develop business and
trade”.
Overall they underlined the present situation post Brexit and the way that
Britain is looking for new deals with Commonwealth countries whilst maintaining strong partnerships in the EU.
Diplomatic representatives of the Commonwealth community such as the
Ambassadors of Nigeria, Uganda, Sri Lanka, South Africa and Kenya were a
numerous presence. Italy was represented by Senator Francesco Giacobbe
(Member of the Italian Committee abroad in Finance and Industry).
At the end of the briefing we took part in a fine buffet lunch during which I
was delighted to get to know all the participants, particularly the Ambassador of Malta, who recently hosted a global summit for women’s empowerment in her country. .
PWA thanks Mr Mura for giving us this opportunity to strengthen our collaboration. Several other PWA members were present among whom Rosemary Aspinal, Vincenza Altieri, Denise Richardson, Valerie Baxter, in turn
also members of Commonwealth Club.
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OC TOBER CONFERENCE:
POWER TO T HE TALEN T ED PEOPLE
Dr. Serena Zaninetta presented a recent gender
parity study performed by ManPower Group. She
highlighted the fact that we are still far away from
true gender parity at national and international
levels. The study identified seven steps to
conscious inclusion of women and you can
browse through her presentation and additional
materials via the links below.

I percorsi di carriera
dei millennial:
visione per il 2020
Fatti, cifre e consigli pratici degli
esperti del mondo del lavoro
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Career Conversations

by Stefania Grea, Corporate Account Manager, MANPOWER Group
Following last month’s conference by guest
speaker Serena Zaninetta, Right Management
presents more insights from its survey of over
4,400 employees and managers—including
2,200 women—in 15 countries. On paper
there’s no doubt that women have made great
progress. Women outnumber male university
graduates in 95 of 144 countries. In Europe,
the percentage of women on large company
boards has almost doubled over the past five
years to 25,2%. In the UK Theresa May is the
steady hand at the Brexit helm and Angela
Merkel has again been named the world’s most
powerful woman. Abenomics has increased
female participation in the labor market in
Japan by 1 million and increased female
corporate board members by 30,3%
But these high profile roles may be just an
illusion of progress.
Behind the numbers, women face a triple
threat: under representation in industries
anticipating greatest job growth— engineering,
technology, architecture and mathematics- and
over representation in sectors most threatened
by digitization,
automation and robotics—office and
administration positions-and stubbornly low
levels of women in senior roles. The number of
senior positions held by women has risen just
3% in the past 5 years, to stand at 24,4% . “As
technology continues to
disrupt, and we see the emergence of a skills

revolution, we know the biggest impact will be
felt by women” said Mara Swan, Executive Vice
President – ManpowerGroup.
Regular Career Conversations are good for
individuals and good for business. But women
are disproportionately impacted by a lack
of effective Career Conversations with their
direct managers. When just 1 in 4 women have
had a Career Conversation about how their
skills can be developed, and only 1 in 5 are
having ongoing Career Conversations with
their manager, how can we shift the needle?
And when male leaders say the best way to
advance is to self-promote, be open to risks,
challenges and new opportunities, employers
risk losing top talent unless they start talking.
Research has repeatedly pointed out that
women do not raise their hands until they
know they can do the job, so may not actively
seek stretch assignments or P&L positions. If
women aren’t self-promoting to male leaders
who are the majority—how will female leaders
advance? Women cite recognition of ability as
the top reason to take a senior position. Career
Conversations provide the perfect opportunity
to reaffirm strengths and align women’s goals
and motivations with the organization’s needs.
“Leaders need to walk the talk, deliver on their
commitments and do what they say they will
do to get more women into leadership”. Mara
Swan
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Thursday, 14 December 2017 at 20.00 hrs
Hotel La Griffe, Via Nazionale 13, Rome

This 5 star luxury hotel is housed in a 19th century building located on what
has become one of Rome's busiest shopping streets: Via Nazionale.
PARTICIPATION: MEMBERS €45; GUESTS €49 (prepaid only)

RESERVE YOUR SPOT NOW

THE PLOT
Participants are invited
to wear something
that glitters (garment,
an accessory, jewellery, or
make-up, or glossy hair gel)
Bring a modest gift (value
€5/7) for the gift exchange
We'll crown our WINTER
QUEEN, the first tap of the
Woman of the Year Award
& celebrate together.
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Dinner cocktail

PWA
November
ConneXion
at Chorus Cafè
Need a break from Christmas
shopping, far from the madding
crowd? Join our next ConneXion &
meet PWA - the People We Are!

Thursday, 30th November 2017
19.00-21.00hrs
€15 open bar Aperitif with served
finger food
Introducing SPECIAL GUEST*
RSVP to social@pwarome.org

*Jeunesse is an American company, born in 2009, In seven years
Jeunesse has reached 1 billion US$ in revenues (close on the heels
of Apple) thanks to its nutraceutical and cosmetic products at the
base of which is a world famous Scientific Committee. Research
by Dr. Vincent Giampapa on stamina cells has been appreciated
worldwide, such to earn him a Nobel candidacy.
With an ardent desire to to promote these revolutionary products
worldwide to enhance a youthful aspect, Jeunesse has decided
to create a competitive remuneration plan in one of the most
promising business sectors of the century: network marketing.
Today, thousands of people globally are helping us to write our
history... join us! We're only at the beginning.

LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT
HOLIDAY PLACE?
If you would like to spend some nice holidays in Cilento or in Fregene please
visit our website: www.benvenutialmare.com and contact us at 333-2318833 or
benvenutialmare@gmail.com.
For PWA members a discount of 5% on booked holidays

MY PHILOSOPHY
Villa Valeria and Villa Stefania are my story, the story of
my parents, my daughter, my husband and my friends.
Stories of boat trips... every summer, cheered by the
warm sun and crystal clear sea.
Ogliastro Marina and Fregene (near Rome); here we
relive past emotions and unforgettable experiences. We
wish you a dream holiday, wellness and comfort.
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PWA Year 2017/18
Event program

sav

e th
e da
tes

conferences
conneXions
dates to be
announced

January 17
February 21
March 21
April 18
May 16

special events
December Christmas Party 14/12/2017
March IWD
June Summer Party
Check out www.pwarome.org
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Membership news
Make sure to take advantage of all that PWA has to offer, from our
monthly events to scholarships and Expert Resources, from the
Mentoring programs to TimeOut Professional TimeBank. If you’d
like to join, visit our website and contact MembershipDirector@
pwarome.org .

2017-2018 PWA Board and Team members
President			Valentina Ferretti		President@pwarome.org
Vice President & Legal Advisor Adriana Tempesta		
VicePresident@pwarome.org
Secretary			Maria Grazia Panessa		Secretary@pwarome.org
Treasurer			Lisa Rosen			Treasurer@pwarome.org
Programming Director		
Deana Binah			Programming@pwarome.org
Membership Director		
Gerlie Saura
		MembershipDirector@pwarome.org
Social Director			Rossella Castaldo		SocialDirector@pwarome.org
Sponsorship Director		Cecilia Bersani			Sponsorship@pwarome.org
PR Director			
Skaiste Rucyte 		 PR@pwarome.org
Newsletter Editor		Ivana Madonna			NewsletterEditor@pwarome.org
Webmistress			Rossana Scazzocchio		Webmistress@pwarome.org		
Community Director		
Cristiana Montani Natalucci
Community@pwarome.org			
Media communications assistant
Karima Hassa			Media2@pwarome.org
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Our In-Kind Donor

PWA Professional Women’s Association is a recipient of a Google Grants award. The Google
Grants program supports registered nonprofit organizations that share Google’s philosophy
of community service to help the world in areas such as science and technology, education,
global public health, the environment, youth advocacy and the arts. Google Grants is an
in-kind advertising program that awards free online advertising to nonprofits via Google
AdWords.

Our partners and sponsors

